Newman Lake Flood Control Zone District
2014 Flood Control Facility Inspection Report
Inspection Date: September 24, 2014
Participants:

Spokane County Engineering/NLFCZD Staff
Jane Clark, PE
Karen Kruger
Ethan Rogers, EIT

NLFCZD Advisory Board
Mike Frasco

Outlet Structure:
Lake Level:
2124.30 feet with both gates closed. Downstream channel gage read 2120.78 feet.
Gates:
Both gates are operating properly. The gates need greased. As noted in previous inspections, there is
some minor rusting of steel gates and frame around the gate openings (downstream side) and some
occasional pitting but it is not structurally significant. The gates will need an epoxy coating fairly soon.
[10/14/14 - The gates were greased.]
Gages:
The lake gage needs to be wiped down and cleaned, but otherwise looks to be in good condition.
Structural Integrity:
The beams and concrete are still in good condition. There are no cracks in the walls and some concrete
pitting from 2123.00 feet downward. The sill is still in good overall condition with minimal signs of scour
on the downstream side. The downstream riprap is still in place. The deck grating is in good condition
and clipped down.
Trash Rack:
The trash rack has surface rust from 2125.60 feet on down but still in good condition. Debris and
aquatic vegetation that collected throughout the spring and summer was removed as needed.
Log Boom:
Still functioning, but continuing to scout new logs for replacements. Docks need to be removed that
have collected at boom. See photo on page 5. [10/7/14 - The docks were removed by Geiger Crew.]
Other:
There is a fallen tree from the north bank that obscures the lake gage view from deck and needs to be
removed. See photo 1 on page 5. Where the fence meets the channel on the downstream north side has
scoured out along the concrete base and should be monitored. See photos on page 5. [10/7/14 - The
downed tree was removed by Geiger Crew.]
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Channel Water Control Structure:
Overall, the structural integrity is good as in previous years. The concrete is still in good condition with
the exception of some spalling at the top of the roll gate. As noted since 2007, there are small cracks at
the corner of both abutments. They have not appeared to change significantly since last year but staff
will continue to monitor the cracks. The west side wing wall crack is still approximately 3/10 inch wide.
The downstream side of the channel is still in good condition with some erosion on the east side about
25 feet downstream that should be monitored in future inspections. The gates are in good operating
condition and the epoxy coating is holding up well. The gates need to be greased. The staff gage is still
in good condition and read 2120.44 feet. See photos on pages 7 and 8. [10/14/14 - The channel roll gate
was greased.]
Outlet Channel:
Water is in the channel between the Outlet Structure and the Channel Water Control Structure. Access
is limited through this area.
Outlet Structure to Starr Road Bridge:
There is very little change from the previous inspection. Channel banks appear to be in good condition
with some gradual sloughing and minor bank failure downstream of the outlet gate. See photo 6 on
page 6. Natural meandering is beginning upstream of the private bridge, as well as increased growth of
fragrant water lily and milfoil, but neither appears to be factors in impeding the flow at this time.
Starr Road Bridge to Channel Water Control Structure:
The banks appear to be in good condition and well vegetated. The gabion baskets along the bridge look
good as does the staff gage. The gage needs to be cleaned at the Starr Road Bridge. See photos on
pages 6 and 7. [10/7/14 - The gage was cleaned by Geiger Crew.]
Channel Water Control Structure to Moffat Road:
Channel banks are in good condition and mostly well vegetated. The gage at Moffat Road has some
rust, but is still readable. The boards at the weir in front of the Moffat Road culvert were missing but
were located downstream. There is minimal debris collected at the gage and weir that needs to be
removed. Weed whacking by Geiger Crew may be necessary upstream of the culvert to allow better
access to gage. Barbed wire was noted as hanging off the downstream side of the Moffat culvert on the
west side. See photos on page 9. [10/9/14 - The debris was removed around the gage and weed
whacking was done by Geiger Crew and the two weir boards replaced.]
Moffat Road to Lincoln Road:
The banks appear to be in good condition. The top of bank erosion areas noted three years ago are still
present, but do not appear to have worsened. Within the channel, only one area of debris, next to the
adjacent air field, will need to be removed by Geiger Crew. The debris pile also has two of the Moffat
Road weir boards that were noted as missing. Some noxious weeds are present along sections of the
west bank. About 900 feet upstream of the Starr Road and Murray Road intersection a large section of
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the top of the channel bank has appeared to have been heavily eroded, and should be closely watched
in the future for any changes in shape and size. See photos on page 10. [10/9/14 - The channel debris
was removed by Geiger Crew.]
Lincoln Road to Eller Driveway:
The upstream bottom of the Lincoln Road culvert is still beginning to deteriorate. See photo on page 11.
There is some concern with the bank stabilization near Eller’s pond but it hasn't noticeably changed
since the 2012 inspection. As noted in a previous report, there is erosion and sloughing of the driveway
edge above the middle culvert of Eller’s driveway at Marve Lane. See phots on page 11.
Eller Driveway to Sump:
This section of channel was walked and appeared to be in very good condition with some bank sloughing
along the corner bends just downstream of Eller’s driveway. There was some minimal debris scattered
downstream of Eller’s driveway to the sump and some undercut trees just past the yellow house at the
bend. Some scour was present along the S curve just downstream of Eller’s but not changing much
since last year. Much of the channel in this area is composed of bedrock, boulders, and cobbles.
Overall, the operating condition of the Outlet Channel is in good condition.
Sump Area:
Condition of exposed gravels:
The gravels looked very good. There was no observable silt buildup present during the inspection.
Dikes:
The separation dikes and overflows are in good condition. There was minimal debris buildup on the
overflow between the west wetland area and the west cell that needs to be removed. The Gabion
baskets are in good condition. There is minimal scouring at the pipe outlet. The trash rack fence is
holding up well and collected debris that needs to be removed. See photos 39 and 40 on page 13.
[10/9/14 - The debris buildup on the overflow weirs and around the trash fence was removed by Geiger
Crew.]
Gages:
Both gages are in good condition. Geiger Crew will be needed to clean around trash rack at the two
culverts. [10/9/14 - The debris buildup around the trash rack fence was removed by Geiger Crew.]
Overall, the operating condition of the sump is outstanding since it was scraped in January 2012.
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Lake Dike:
Inspection Date: May 29, 2014
Participants:

Spokane County Engineering/NLFCZD Staff
Marianne Barrentine, PE
NRCS Staff
Roberta Cottrell
Kelly Scott

NLFCZD Advisory Board
Mike Frasco
Tom Stebbins
Ruedi Schuler

The lake level was 2125.40 feet with both gates closed. The 1984 board/pile repair look about the same
as previous years and are in good condition with the exception of the settling of the material lakeside of
the boards. There is a large tree about halfway down the dike that needs to be trimmed or removed.
See photos on page 13.
In its current condition, the dike is out of compliance with the Operations and Maintenance Agreement
of the Watershed Plan. The NRCS and the NLFCZD are continuing to undergo discussions to determine
an appropriate solution to bring the structure into compliance, either by restoring to design
specifications or incorporating a high water overflow for increased hydrologic availability to WRP
property. A survey of the dike was completed in the fall of 2012 with results indicating that most of the
dike is below the repair design elevation of 2129.0 feet and several locations that run parallel to Starr
Road are below the 100-year base flood elevation (BFE) of 2127.0 feet.
Discussions during the dike inspection included that NLFCZD staff will get a rough preliminary cost
estimate to repair the locations that are below the BFE with fill and also possibly use pile and boards
similar to the 1984 repair. Staff may consider using peat fill from the area between the channel and dike
along Starr Road. This needs to be done carefully to avoid undermining dike and impacting stability of
outlet channel. A WRP project is currently underway just south of the dike and includes a 20 acre
excavation of material that may be suitable for the dike repair.
[Note: The Lake elevation during the 1997 flooding reached a maximum of 2126.74 feet and some
precautionary sandbagging was done at that time.]
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Figure 1: (left) Downed tree and trash gate of the outlet gate structure
Figure 2: (right) Docks collected at the log boom

Figure 3: (left) Outlet structure gates
Figure 4: (right) Bank erosion downstream of the outlet structure at the fence post

Figure 5: Minor concrete pitting occurring at the outlet gate structure
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Figure 6: Outlet channel downstream of the outlet structure

Figure 7: (left) Outlet channel between the outlet gates and channel control structure
Figure 8: (right) Water lilies in channel

Figure 9: (left) Looking upstream at the Starr Road Bridge
Figure 10: Gabion baskets under the Starr Road Bridge
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Figure 11: (left) Staff gage at Starr Road Bridge
Figure 12: (right) Downstream view at Starr Road Bridge

Figure 13: (left) Upstream of the channel water control structure
Figure 14: (right) Gage and upstream side of the channel water control structure

Figure 15: Minor concrete pitting occurring on the upstream side of channel water control structure
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Figure 16: (left) Downstream view of the channel from control structure, with view of erosion on left bank
Figure 17: (right) Minor spalling on top of channel water control roll gate

Figure 18: (left) Upstream view of the channel at the Moffat Road culvert
Figure 19: (right) Minor bank erosion and weeds
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Figure 20: (left) Upstream staff gage at the Moffat Road
Figure 21: (right) Missing weir boards upstream of Moffat Road culvert

Figure 22: Inside of the Moffat Road culvert
Figure 23: View downstream of Moffat Road
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Figure 24: (left) Debris/down tree pile along channel at the airfield
Figure 25: Typical outlet channel view between Moffat Road and Lincoln Road

Figure 26: (left) Channel top erosion, about 900 feet upstream of Starr Road and Murray Road intersection
Figure 27: (right) View of the top of channel bank with erosion

Figure 28: Noxious weeds found along various stretches of outlet channel
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Figure 29: (left) Looking downstream at the Lincoln Drive culvert
Figure 30: (right) Lincoln Drive culvert deterioration on the upstream side

Figure 31: (left) Upstream side of the Marve Lane culverts at Eller’s
Figure 32: (right): Downstream side of the Marve Lane culverts at Eller’s

Figure 33: Outlet channel downstream of Marve Lane
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Figure 34: (left) Evidence of bank erosion to keep an eye on
Figure 35: (right) Debris pile within channel that will need to be cleared

Figure 36: (left) Channel along Eller’s to Sump
Figure 37: (right) Woody debris along channel that will need to be removed

Figure 38: Sump inlet pipe and trash rack
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Figure 39: (left) Outlet channel sump
Figure 40: (right) Branches and debris along berm between the two sump ponds

Figure 41: (left) Lake dike with the pile and boards showing the settling of the dike on both sides
Figure 42: (right) The pile and boards are exposed

Figure 43: (left) The large tree on the dike that needs to be trimmed or removed
Figure 44: (right) Looking west along the dike
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